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Squat Echocardiography in Tetrology of Fallot : it's role in  assessing the hemodynamics  and predicting Impending cyanotic spells. Squatting is a well recognized maneuver to assess the  intracardiac hemodynamic in patients with  heart disease. The concept of  squatting gained further importance  as the nature made  it a   learnt behavior in many cyanotic  congenital heart disease. In  patients with TOF and related physiology it puts the heart in hemodynamic advantage.Squatting  can relieve a  impending  hypoxic  crises by unique hemdynamics . There has been some mis -perception in the classical  teaching , regarding the mechanism of beneficial  effect of squatting .Conventionally it was attributed to  trapping  de-oxygenetated  of blood in the lower limbs  as soon as the patient squats .While this may be a logical explanation , we know squatting  results in sustained  increase in  venous return and this  is diverted into  the pulmonary circuit as squatting  also creates a hemodynamic hurdle at the aortic level  due to increased aortic after load ar resistance ) A fundamental requirement for squatting to be beneficial  in CHD is  the presence of  aortic after load dependent    right to left to shunt and it’s reciprocal relationship with pulmonary blood flow.So the net effect of squatting in TOF would be increased venous  return, more pulmonary  blood flow , less right to left to shunt, and  reduced aortic flow . It is a surprising to note , even after 50 years of clinical echocardiography  there is little  data  of intra  cardiac blood flow during squatting  is available.In this context ,   dynamic echocardiography  was performed five  patients with TOF  . Echo was done in basal standing  posture  and on sustained squatting  .In  one patient echo was performed during a spell . The following parameters were measured. Apart from   routine measurements  ,  RVOT flow , Aortic flow velocity , shunt across VSD were recorded.  The  following  observations were made in the intra cardiac gradients  from  standing to squatting posture . The mean gradient of RVOT reduced   from  68 to  46mmhg . The aortic flow velocity reduced from 1.3 to  1m/sec . In absolute terms the RVOT gradient regressed by 28-42%  and  aortic flow velocity reduced by 20 -30% . The RA, RV dimension marginally  Increased on squatting .The shunt across the VSD was assessed using color M mode imaging .It showed distinct change in the  normal bi- modal  shunt pattern  with  a new  color streak  from LV to RV. There was no significant increase in then left heart chamber dimension. It was difficult to get the accurate gradient across RVOT during a spell. But the other parameters  were measured. One patient who failed to show squatting induced  RVOT gradient  ,  later developed a spell within 48 -72 hours  It is suggested , failure of  squat induced regression  of RVOT , aortic flow gradient can  be a useful tool to predict an  impending spell or identify severe forms of TOF.  A substantial  reduction  in RVOT velocity on squatting indicate  ,  these patient’s  RVOT anatomy is less   vulnerable for hypoxic crises .A reduction of at least 30% of RVOT gradient and 25% of aortic flow velocity  is expected on squatting. Conclusion Squat Echocardiography  can be a simple modality to study the intricacies  of  hemodynamics  during squatting  in TOF  .Further , It can  be a  useful in the following situations . 1. Grading of dynamic RVOT obstruction 2 Predict impending hypoxic crisis  3 . Assess the therapeutic  response   in hypoxic crisis . 









In over 5o years of clinical  echocardiography , little  
data  of intra  cardiac blood flow during squatting  is 
available!   

Concept and study methods

available!   

We postulated  that doppler can be an useful tool to 
assess the reduction in  R –L shunt  during squat .



In this context dynamic echocardiography  was 
performed five  patients with TOF  . 

Echo was done in basal standing  posture  and on 

Concept and study methods

sustained squatting  . In  one patient echo was 
performed during a spell . 

The following parameters were measured. Apart 
from   routine measurements  (RVOT flow , Aortic 
flow velocity , shunt across VSD were recorded)



.

Observation ( Echo findings  from standing to squatting  )

The mean gradient of RVOT reduced   from 
68 to  46mmhg . 

The aortic flow velocity reduced from 1.3 to  1m/sec .

In absolute terms the RVOT gradient regressed by 
28-42% and  aortic flow velocity reduced by 20 -30% . 

The RA, RV dimension marginally  Increased .



• The shunt across the VSD was assessed using color M 
mode imaging .  It showed distinct change in the  normal 
bi- modal  shunt pattern  with  a new  color streak  from 
LV to RV. 

Further observations . . . 

• There was no significant increase in the left heart 
chamber dimension. It was difficult to get the accurate 
gradient across RVOT during a spell. 

• One patient who failed to show squatting induced  
reduction of  RVOT gradient  ,  later developed a spell 
within 48 -72 hours 



Conclusion 

Squat Echocardiography is a “A simple modality” to 
study the intricacies  of  hemodynamics  during 
squatting  in TOF . Further , It can be useful in  . . . 

1. Grading the dynamic RVOT obstruction. 
2. Predict impending hypoxic crisis .
3. Suggest surgical prognosis.
4. Assess the therapeutic  response .



Key Messages to Key Messages to Key Messages to Key Messages to ForgetForgetForgetForget !!!!
Failure of  squat induced reduction of  aortic  gradient  predicts an  
impending spell or  imply severe forms of TOF. 

A minimum of  25 % reduction  of RVOT  gradient  / aortic flow 
velocity  is expected on squatting.velocity  is expected on squatting.

This  response  suggests  RVOT anatomy is less  vulnerable for hypoxic 
crises  and possibly  a  better surgical outcome .
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